Mission Leader Seminar: 
Transforming Mission Leadership 

NOVEMBER 5–7, 2014 | HOTEL VALLEY HO | SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 

The 2014 Mission Leader Seminar in Scottsdale, Ariz., is an opportunity for mission leaders to collectively develop new competencies and skills to address the evolving role of mission leaders in the midst of changing structures and relationships currently being experienced in Catholic health care.

AFTER COMPLETION OF THIS PROGRAM, PARTICIPANTS WILL BE ABLE TO:

+ Identify the role mission leaders play in strategic planning
+ Describe how to attend to culture especially in the midst of health care transformation
+ Articulate the necessity for ministry formation at all levels of a Catholic health care organization
+ Describe how to advance Catholic identity with staff belonging to a variety of faith traditions
+ Explain the critical relationships a mission leader needs to cultivate
+ Identify a variety of ministry formation approaches occurring across the continuum of care in Catholic health care
+ Describe how one Catholic system is approaching physician formation
+ Navigate to resources available to mission leaders on the CHA website
Mission Leader Seminar: Transforming Mission Leadership

Be sure not to miss this essential gathering of your colleagues.

NOVEMBER 5–7, 2014 | HOTEL VALLEY HO | SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA

EXPERT FACULTY INCLUDE:

Lynette Ballard, MA, MAHCM
Senior Director, Learning Integration
CHA

Rev. Charles Bouchard, OP, STD
Provincial
Dominican Province of St. Albert the Great
Chicago

Sister Carol Keehan, DC
President and Chief Executive Officer
CHA

Brian Smith, MS, MA, M.Div.
Senior Director, Mission Integration and Leadership Formation
CHA

Curt R. Ward, MD, MBA, FAAFP
Program Director
St. Vincent Family Medicine Residency and Physician Formation Leader, St. Vincent Health Indianapolis

Dennis Winschel, MA
Director, Formation Programs, Mission Integration Ascension Health

Christopher Lowney, MA
Author, Pope Francis: Why He Leads the Way He Leads and Heroic Leadership
Chairperson, Catholic Health Initiatives

Visit www.chausa.org/missionleaderseminar to learn more and register TODAY!